
      
 

December 9, 2020 

Welcome: By Mallori 

Attending - Dan, Victoria, Rachel, Dana, Kandice, Crissy, Mallori, Darla Absent - Julie and Amy 

Minutes: Reviewed By Kandice and Rachel and Darla Approved 

Public Comments: (5 minutes per person): none this month 

Question/concerns: Lunch concerns from Mallori - not enough time to eat by the time 
they get  lunch and sit down they don’t have time to eat. Dana stated that lots of the 
time students don’t focus on eating. With this much chatter among parents and teacher 
there has got to be a break down somewhere. Thursdays and creamie days are the 
longest. Short on lunchroom help. Lines have been reduced to one. Can sit and have a 
good discussion with lunch ladies to brainstorm other ideas. Lots of food wasted - used 
to have a sharing table but due to covid we can’t have that this year. Dana will sit with 
the three workers we have and try to see if there is a way to make two lines and see if 
that will help get them through the line quicker. Due to free lunch more students are 
eating school lunch and going through the line takes longer. Put feelers out in the 
community for people to apply because of the lunch worker shortage. Dana will report 
back on Jan. meeting. Procedures in place seem to be helping with the virus because we 
have a very low occurrence.  

Celebrations: Tiger of the month is very successful - Dana has LOVED the opportunity to 
sit with those students.  

Tiger Pride assemblies done virtually this year working on Be the MAGIC - mindful, 
appreciative, gritty, innovative, and caring. Dana records videos and sends them out to 
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the teachers to have them watch with their students. This next month is gratitude and 
expressing appreciation.  

 

 

Drop Off and Pick Up Reflection and Discussion: Pick up “buddies” saw the effort, saw 
how much faster it is going, seems to be worth it. If parents do what it posted it is 
working smoothly. Still working on getting parents to use the crosswalk with their 
students. Kids are doing well using the crosswalk. North pick up lane is underutilized. 
Not sure how to utilize it more. Overall it is successful. Crosswalk will be different next 
year.  

Concerns are the 800 E. have been better the last couple of months 

Reading Data: Went over a Slides presentation with Dibels and iReady data for the BOY.  

Trustland Plan Literacy Goal: wait to receive MOY data in Jan to review and write 
literacy goal.  

 Review this year’s goal 

 Draft next year’s goal 

 

Other: 

Important Dates:  Superintendent/SCC Meeting: March 24, 2021 @SHHS - 4 p.m. (Tentative) 

Next Meeting: January 13, 2021 @ 11:50 a.m. 

Meeting dismissed at 12:51 


